
3 Bed Penthouse For Sale
Las Ramblas, Alicante, Spain

€332,000
Ref: 354812-2

* On Market * 3 Beds * 2 Baths

Step out of the ordinary, if you are looking at something exceptional these penthouse apartments are UNIQUE, memorable and rare to 
find. A great investment and highly sought after in the luxury second home rental market.

Sleek and contemporar

Property Type: Penthouse Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 2 Reference: 354812-2

Build/Unit: 97 sq m
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Property Description

Step out of the ordinary, if you are looking at something exceptional these penthouse apartments are UNIQUE, 
memorable and rare to find. A great investment and highly sought after in the luxury second home rental market.

Sleek and contemporary. We are delighted to offer just three Spectacular chic and striking brand new penthouse 
luxury apartments offered for sale in prestigious Las Ramblas, Alicante with AMAZING and UNIQUE golf, sea and 
countryside views and yet very close to the best amenities in the area. 

Key ready, offering crisp lines and with bespoke incentive offers for clients able to complete quickly. 

These limited time penthouse apartments are for sale all with kitchen white goods, have their own storage room, 
offer ducted air conditioning (hot/cold), with luxury bathrooms with high quality sanitaryware, luxury tiling, security 
doors and much more. Approached via lift and well maintained communal areas and a security gate from the main 
entrance.

Outside there are lovely green areas with communal stylish swimming pools to enjoy the sun throughout the day. 
Plus magnificent views towards the sea, golf course and nearby Villamartin, La Zenia and Cabo Roig

The penthouse apartments offer over 97m2 of living space but the sensational areas are the outside spaces of an 
infinity 37m2 terrace with a truly unique feel and outlook, and the impressive and attention getting roof solarium of 
78m2 which is approached on the top floor with simply stunning views.

Step out of the ordinary, if you are looking at something exceptional these penthouse apartments are UNIQUE, 
memorable and rare to find. A great investment and highly sought after in the luxury second home rental market.
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